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ABSTRACT
Cross-device interactions involve input and output on multiple computing devices. Implementing and reasoning about interactions that cover multiple devices with a diversity of form factors and capabilities can be complex. To assist developers in programming cross-device interactions, we created DemoScript, a technique that automatically analyzes a cross-device interaction program while it is being written. DemoScript visually illustrates the step-by-step execution of a selected portion or the entire program with a novel, automatically generated cross-device storyboard visualization. In addition to helping developers understand the behavior of the program, DemoScript also allows developers to revise their program by interactively manipulating the cross-device storyboard. We evaluated DemoScript with 8 professional programmers and found that DemoScript significantly improved development efficiency by helping developers interpret and manage cross-device interaction; it also encourages testing to think through the script in a development process.
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INTRODUCTION
Wearable and mobile devices have introduced new ways for interaction with their unique capabilities and form factors. As consumers embrace a multi-device ecosystem, interactions spanning multiple devices can bring significant benefits beyond operating single devices. Examples that have been shown include: cross-display content manipulation [29, 32, 37], watch-phone interactions [6, 11, 16], multiple cube-size device gaming [34], and interactive augmented space via smart eyewear [10, 27].

Implementing cross-device interactions poses several challenges to developers. First, it is difficult to account for the wide variety of form factors and capabilities of devices and their combinations that a program may be run on. For example, a cross-device camera app may have to provide several versions to offer similar interactions on a phone and a watch or an eyewear for consistency. Second, it is challenging to express and reason interaction flows that span multiple devices. The higher-level relationships between cross-device inputs and outputs are often defined in a variety of callback functions spread across a codebase. Third, testing cross-device interactions remains difficult, especially when various physical inputs across devices are involved. Developers often have to resort to stepping through applications and manually provide input to test these interactions.

Prior work has aimed to lower the complexity in cross-device development through programming frameworks or toolkits by abstractions. Panelrama introduced a constraint-based approach for specifying cross-device UIs [37]. Weave’s scripting framework allows developers to create cross-device behaviors using a high-level API inspired by Web programming models [7]. WatchConnect provides a platform for prototyping watch-centric apps considering watch-specific capabilities [16]. In this paper, we take a complementary but independent approach: We hypothesize that a key difficulty lies in bridging the gap between envisioning concrete examples of interactions and abstracting specification in code. When designing cross-device interactions, developers have to translate device-specific scenarios into abstract specifications to a range of devices at runtime. The gulf of execution [30, 25]—writing device selection and event handler statements—and the gulf of evaluation—reasoning whether existing statements specify the correct set of devices and interactions—can be significant when number of devices and form factors increase. Our goal is to minimize these guls by 1) illustrating the behavior of code with concrete examples,
and 2) the opposite direction—generating code from direct manipulation of the visual illustration.

We present DemoScript, a novel technique that assists developers in programming cross-device interaction by interactively illustrating the behavior of the program. Based on an understanding of the syntax and semantics of a cross-device UI framework, DemoScript analyzes the program as the developer enters it, and in real-time automatically generates and presents a visual illustration of the scripted behavior as a cross-device storyboard (see Figure 1).

In our approach, developers move between authoring code (i.e., abstract application logic) and manipulating visualizations (i.e., examples of concrete run-time executions) of aspects of their code. The visualizations focus on key aspects of cross-device interactions—device selection and interaction flow—and show examples of how the written behaviors give rise to different behaviors across multiple devices. Developers can navigate in code line-by-line to see the partial, step-by-step execution, which helps them connect the abstract code to run-time behaviors. Through the cross-device storyboard, developers can revise their program for a range of aspects by directly manipulating the elements in the storyboard. Our approach effectively encourages testing and visually verifying cross-device interactions that involve various device form factors and interaction capabilities.

An evaluation of DemoScript with 8 professional programmers indicated that our technique significantly improves the efficiency for programming complex interaction behaviors such as cross-device interaction, in comparison with a baseline approach. In particular, our work makes the following contributions:

• A novel approach for programming cross-device interactions, based on a seamless coupling of scripting and interactive visual illustration of scripted behaviors;
• Interactive cross-device storyboards—a novel visualization of interaction logic, and a set of initial findings on the usefulness and usability of cross-device storyboards. Storyboards allow developers to revise a script by direct manipulation and visualizing code fragments as well as entire programs;
• A set of methods for analyzing a cross-device interaction script in a given UI framework.

RELATED WORK
Our work touches on three research topics: enhanced code editors, cross-device IDEs, storyboards in interaction design, and iterating with examples. We here discuss how our work is related to each of these areas.

Figure 1. DemoScript allows developers to script the abstract logic in the Script Editor (a) and in real-time observe and manipulate the simulation in the Viewer (b). Developers can specify device examples in the Device Panel (c), observe the device selection (e), and verify the application logic in the cross-device storyboard (d). The storyboard employs a grid layout where each column represents a device selection, and each row shows the device state progress in time connected by arrows to show the interaction flow.
Enhanced Code Editors

Tools that visualize different aspects of source code and allow direct manipulation of abstractions can successfully lower the complexity of programming [28]. Prior work has attempted to integrate many software visualization techniques into code editors [8]. For example, Codelets shows interactive examples and documentation inside an IDE [31]. Stacksploer visualizes the structure of call graphs [18]. Beyond enhancing IDEs for general programming tasks, research has also focused specifically on techniques for supporting the development of interactive applications. Most IDEs nowadays ship with a GUI builder to enable developers to graphically layout user interfaces. Xcode further allows developers to create UI sequences for Apple Watch and interactively monitor variables in a program [2, 3]. Juxtapose allows programmers to explore interface alternatives [14] using a linked editing technique [35], and DejaVu helps programmers understand computer vision-based applications that extract interaction logic from camera input [19].

Similar to prior work, we intend to enhance program editors for interactive systems. However, we specifically focus on the unique challenges emerged from cross-device interaction development. We designed DemoScript based on a fundamental understanding of programming frameworks for cross-device interactions.

Cross-Device Interaction

In multi-device research, authoring support tends to focus either on graphical, direct manipulation authoring, or on programming frameworks without visual editors. In the first category, Damask provides a GUI for designers to specify UI patterns across devices [26], while XDStudio supports authoring distributed UIs visually on emulators or actual devices [29]. In the second category, the WatchConnect toolkit comprises both hardware and software components for rapid prototyping of watch-centric cross-device applications [16]. Panelrama uses a constraint-based approach for specifying cross-device UIs [37]. Our work seeks to find a middle ground between these two approaches. On one hand, we focus on preserving the flexibility and high complexity ceiling of authoring interactions in a general purpose programming language. On the other hand, we contribute interactive storyboards that help developers understand the interactions in code.

Storyboards

Screenflow diagrams or UI storyboards are widely used in practice to help developers visualize the flow and think through the logic of an application [36]. They show a sequence of UI screens, each representing application output triggered by user inputs. Researchers have proposed systems that use storyboards to author various kinds of interactive prototypes without code, including sketch-based GUIs [21], sensor-driven mobile prototypes [13], and activity-based applications [23]. Storyboards can also be generated from user demonstration. For examples, FrameWire extracts interaction logic from a paper prototype walkthrough [24] and the Designers’ Outpost captures site maps on a smart whiteboard [20].

In contrast to these approaches, we extend the expressiveness of storyboards by introducing a new format based on the unique aspects of cross-device interaction. In addition, our storyboards are closely coupled with scripting—the changes in a script are reflected in the storyboard instantaneously and vice versa.

Iterating with Examples

Examples help concretize and illustrate abstract concepts and can serve as a guide for exploring design spaces. Research has contributed example-centric systems for using examples to search, filter and explore information spaces. For example, users can look for visual website designs by navigating a corpus of specific examples and indicate preferences such as “show more like these selections” [33, 22]. Other efforts include refining and manipulating database queries interacting directly with example results [1], and improving image search results by learning similar features from user-specified examples [9]. In our work, we employ examples to help developers specify selection queries for devices from a wide range of options.

SCRIPTING WITH DEMOSCRIPT

DemoScript helps developers author and test a cross-device interaction script using interactive illustrations. It automatically analyzes a script as it is entered or modified by a developer, based on a cross-device UI framework—in our current implementation, we use the Weave framework proposed previously [7]. DemoScript identifies code relevant to device specification, user input events, and device actions (UI output), and visualizes the interaction flow for an entire program or a subset of code as a cross-device storyboard and presents it side-by-side along the script editor (see Figure 1).

Our cross-device storyboard illustration is based on a grid layout (see Figure 2f). Each column of the grid represents a selected device, and each row presents a state of the cross-device application that is characterized as the combination of device states (across columns). Each cell in this storyboard thus shows the state of a specific device at a particular point of the script execution. If there is no change on a device at an execution step, its representation is omitted on the row such that the developer can easily spot devices that have state changes. The directional arrows that connect cells are transitions, which visualize the interaction flow from one device state to another. A transition can be triggered by a device action (e.g., showing an image on the display) or a user event (e.g., shaking the device).
To discuss how a developer would benefit from DemoScript in scripting a cross-device behavior, assume a developer, Megan, wants to create a photo sharing application such as Instagram. In her design, a watch shows notifications of incoming photos as thumbnails, and tapping on a thumbnail on the watch will open a larger view of this photo on a device with a larger-form factor device, such as a smartphone or a tablet. As the photo is opened on another device, the watch then switches to the Maps application showing the geographical location of this photo. We demonstrate how Megan uses a scripting tool enhanced by DemoScript. We highlight how our tool helps developers on a set of key tasks in cross-device development.

**Specifying Target Devices and Transitions**

Megan starts by specifying her target devices for this application. To do so, she creates a device selection in the Script Editor (see Figure 1a) by entering `weave.select(‘:watch’);`. As she enters the script, she immediately sees an LG G Watch emulator rendered on the storyboard (see Figure 2a). The top ribbon of the Viewer shows a Device Selection list of four smart watches (see Figure 1e) that match this selector. Megan can choose a target emulator by selecting a device from the list. At the bottom, a Device Panel shows the device repository in which she can browse through possible devices (see Figure 1c). To specify the device for photo viewing, she creates another selection for a phone by entering `weave.select(‘:phone’);` in the Script Editor. Megan sees a phone emulator displayed on the storyboard column next to the watch emulator (see Figure 2b).

Megan then realizes that the phone is needed only when the user shakes the watch. Without manually modifying her script, she adds a transition from the watch to the phone by double-clicking the two device states in sequence in the storyboard and associates the “shake” event to it in the popup. This direct manipulation automatically refactors the script by attaching an event callback to the watch selection and nesting the photo selection within the callback:

```javascript
.on(‘shake’, function(event) {
  weave.select(‘:phone’);
});
```

Correspondingly, the phone emulator is pushed down a row in the storyboard and connected with a transition from the watch, which indicates the use of watch is triggered by the shake event from the watch (see Figure 2c). To help Megan understand the scope of the callback function (see Line 2-4), DemoScript visualizes the scope as an event block that encapsulates any device states that take place only in this callback function scope. A transition arrow tagged with an input event is added from the source device that triggers the event—the watch that fires the shake event (Line 2)—to the event block.

![Figure 2. An example of scripting cross-device interaction enhanced by DemoScript.](image-url)
Specifying Device Actions

Next, Megan starts designing the device outputs that users would want to see. To simplify our discussion, assume the program has predefined the resource handle to the photo and its metadata as variables photo, geo, and caption respectively. In the Script Editor, Megan adds .show(photo) to the watch selection before the event callback, which lets the watch show a thumbnail of the photo. Similarly, she adds .show(photo) to the phone selection to show a large view of the photo on the phone in response to the shake event. In the process, she immediately sees a sample photo being rendered on both device emulators (see Figure 2d).

While the phone offers a large view of the image, Megan wants the watch to display the photo’s geographical location in a Maps application. To do so, in the callback (see Figure 2e) she adds:

```javascript
    event.getDevice().startApp('GoogleMaps', geo)
```

With that, the watch switches to a map view the moment when the photo is opened on the phone. All these changes in the script are automatically captured and presented in the storyboard. Both devices are shown on the same row because their states all have changed in response to the shake event (see Figure 2e). Note that the event block has also been expanded to include the device state updates of both the watch and the phone.

Revising Device Selection Criteria with Examples

Megan acquires a good understanding of the look and feel of her choice of devices for the application. From the phone visualization in the storyboard, Megan realizes that users might prefer an even larger view of the photo such that users can easily annotate the photo. To this end, she decides to modify the device selection for the phone, she points to the line where the selector, weave.select(‘:phone’)—is declared (see Line 3 in Figure 2e). In response to this action, DemoScript automatically selects the column of the phone selection, updates the Device Selection ribbon at the top of the Viewer Panel, and opens the device repository panel at the bottom (see Figure 1e and 1c).

Megan then selects a few tablets from the device repository, including a Nexus 9 and a Surface Pro. Given these device examples, DemoScript infers a list of selector options based on the attributes of these devices, including device types and capabilities. We will discuss the underlying mechanism in the following section. In particular, DemoScript suggests ‘:tablet[os="android, windows"]’ as a top choice. After reviewing device examples resulted from this selector in the Device Selection list, she discovers that this selector does not cover laptops that can be converted to a tablet. As such, she explores other suggestions in the selector list offered by DemoScript (see Figure 1c) by testing them out—clicking on each option to view matched device examples. She finally chooses the selector ‘.showable[size="large"]’ that better matches her expectation. She then clicks the “Send” button to commit the selector to the script.

Reusing Interaction Behaviors by Drag-and-Drop

After testing her application in the storyboard, Megan decides that showing the map on a phone would be preferable to the watch that has limited display real estate. To do so, instead of modifying the script, she directly drags the map view on the watch to the third, unoccupied column. This direct manipulation creates another instance of the watch selection with the map shown on the third column. Meanwhile, DemoScript creates another selection in the callback function. Because the developer will most likely change the device selection, instead of having two watches in the application, DemoScript automatically prompts the developer to specify a selector. She updates the selector with ‘:phone’. Once again, the change is immediately reflected in the storyboard.

Finally, Megan adds more user feedback to enrich this application and sees her complete storyboard as shown in Figure 2f. As the script grows to be more complicated, she could select a block of code to partially render the storyboard. For example, selecting Line 7-10 in Figure 2f will re-render the storyboard to show only a tablet showing a photo (Line 7) and a phone playing sound and then launching an app (Line 9-10).

From these examples, we show that DemoScript is closely integrated with script editing. DemoScript enables the developers immediately see the dynamic update on the storyboard based on the position of the script in the Editor. This helps understand the mapping between a portion of code to its runtime execution. Our cross-device storyboard enables a set of visual representations and direct manipulation operations that correspond critical tasks in scripting a cross-device interaction. It also provides an effective visualization of the interaction flow. For example, by looking at how often transitions run across columns, a developer can easily understand the amount of attention shift during an interaction behavior, which is a critical factor of the usability of a cross-device application.
THE DEMOSCRIPT SYSTEM

In this section, we discuss the underlying mechanisms of our system. DemoScript is integrated with a scripting editor and continuously analyzes the script to dynamically generate a cross-device storyboard visualization. Particularly, our implementation analyzes Weave scripts written in JavaScript [15], by obtaining the syntax tree of the code and partially executing it to provide visual assistance in real-time (see Figure 3).

Script Analyses

DemoScript first parses the script into an abstract syntax tree (AST). An AST represents the essential syntactic structure of source code in a tree structure. ASTs have been widely used for program analysis [4] and can be used for program slicing to enable automatic partial testing [38] and potentially usability evaluation [17].

We traverse an AST and recursively build a simplified tree that expresses hierarchical relationships between key constructs of the Weave API, which includes 1) device selectors, 2) actions that change UI state, and 3) events and their handlers that define which input events trigger the actions. Device selectors use a declarative query language to define desired properties, similar to CSS selectors for choosing elements on Web pages. For example, \texttt{.select(’\.showable’)} selects devices that have a display to show visual outputs. Actions are declarations to change the device states, such as updating UI, launching existing application, or playing sounds. An action can be triggered in a callback function that listens to any specific event emitted by a device, e.g., touching the screen or shaking the device. DemoScript also identifies and tracks location information for each Weave construct, including its line and column indices to the source code.

Cross-Device Storyboard Generation

DemoScript renders the cross-device storyboard by traversing the AST. It focuses on visualizing device selections and their interaction relations. DemoScript first generates an initial view by rendering emulators for each selection shown in different columns. It then partially executes the code based on the caret position in the Script Editor and dynamically adjusts the layout.

Device Selection Rendering

For each selection statement in the script, DemoScript creates a new column in the storyboard view. To visualize the lifecycles of device selections (i.e., if a device is operated only when a certain event is fired), it differentiates the top-level selections \( \text{selection}_{\text{top}} \) and those exist in event callbacks \( \text{selection}_{\text{event}} \) by presenting them on different rows—pushing \( \text{selection}_{\text{event}} \) down one row. For example, in the script in Figure 2f, two new selections via \texttt{weave.select} (from Line 1 and 4) are shown in the first and second columns. Inside the \texttt{shake} callback function, another new selection (from Line 8) is added to the third column but pushed to the second row.

Next, it is important to visualize the specific “scope” in an interaction flow for developers to visually track the device states before and after an event. Therefore, DemoScript renders an event-associated arrow and an event block to highlight the relation between devices. To help viewers follow the interaction flow, DemoScript adds a transition arrow from the selection \( i \in \text{selection}_{\text{top}} \) that triggers the event \( i \to \text{another selection}_j \in \text{selection}_{\text{event}} \) that exists in the callback. The transition arrow is tagged with an event type, such as “shake” or “rotate”. It then applies an event block to wrap \( \text{selection}_{\text{event}} \), i.e., all the selections created in the callback. If there is no new selection, it adds an empty block. The initial view is shown in Figure 4 top-left. The default opacity to these visual elements is set to be low and will be highlighted when the script is executed.

Figure 4. Storyboard adjustments by partial execution of a script based on the developer’s navigation in the code.
When a developer navigates in the script, DemoScript receives the caret position \( p = (line_m, column_n) \) from the Script Editor. It finds the specific element in code at \( p \) and identifies all the other Weave elements from the entry point of the script to \( p \). For example, if \( m = 10 \) and \( n \) is between [7, 36] as shown in Figure 2f, the relevant elements include several actions (‘startApp’ in Line 2 and 10, ‘show’ in Line 5 and 7, and ‘play’ in line 9) and an event (‘shake’ in Line 6) for three different device sets, sorted by closures and positions in code. For each partial execution sequentially from the entry point to \( p \), DemoScript dynamically executes these partial elements and simulates the events in the sequence in the Weave framework. It then adjusts the storyboard (see Figure 4) and inserts the updated UI view for any execution that triggers a user feedback (e.g., showing a message, playing a sound, or starting an app).

Next, DemoScript adjusts the event block to wrap all the UI states triggered by the corresponding callback. For example, when developer navigates to Line 7 that is inside the “shake” callback, a new UI for the watch is appended below the initial view of the device, and the “shake” event block is dynamically expanded to include this view (see Figure 4 top-right). In other words, the developer would only see the partial view of the entire storyboard with all screens created prior to the first execution of Line 7. This interactive method that generates a partial view of the entire script allows developers to easily find the mapping between code and execution. In addition, because DemoScript maps the storyboard and code elements, it enables interactions for developers to directly manipulate device state or selection and update the script automatically.

If the caret is at a selection, it then shows the Device Panel that allows developers to manually specify device examples (see Figure 1e). Any update of the selector will replace the original selector string based on its start and end position retrieved from the AST.

**Deriving Device Selection from Examples**

DemoScript enables developers to specify a selector by giving examples from a device catalog. Given \( q \) device examples \([d_1, ..., d_q]\) in a repository of \( N \) devices where \( q \in [1, N] \), DemoScript adopts a rule-based principle to generate a selector list. Each device \( d_i \) with \( k \) capabilities is represented as a vector \([cap_{prop_1}, cap_{prop_2}, ..., cap_{prop_{k-1}}, cap_{prop_k}]\), where \( cap \) is a device capability for \( d_i \) (e.g., ‘.showable’ and ‘.shakable’) and \( prop \) is a property of this capability, such as ‘privacy’, ‘glanceability’ and ‘size’. This device-specific information is presumably defined by manufacturers; we modeled it manually from published device specifications.

DemoScript generates a list of selectors for each common \( cap_{prop} \) of these capability vectors between the selected devices as: \{selector = ‘cap1[prop1 = “value”], prop2 = “value”’, selector2 = ‘cap2[prop2 = “value,”]’, …\}. Each
**selector** will match a list of devices in the repository so that the examples \([d_1,\ldots,d_q]\) are contained in the device selection. In addition to capabilities, DemoScript also considers selectors by more relaxed—such as using device types, e.g., `::phone[os="android"]`—or constrained attributes—such as device names, e.g., `"[name="Nexus5, GalaxyNote4"]`.

Finally, the list of selector options are ranked based on the number of device matches resulted from each selector in an ascending order, i.e., the more constrained the selector is, the higher it is ranked. In this way, developers can choose a selector based on their coverage and how well the coverage matches their desired devices.

**RESULTS**

Figure 5 shows two additional examples of the DemoScript storyboard results. The script in Figure 5a assigns one of the devices a different role from an annotation palette (Line 7) to a chat panel (Line 16) when an event happens (i.e., phone calling triggered by the user, Line 12-17). This role change is visually depicted by the second column and the event block. In Figure 5b, the columns show the individual functions of each device (a volume controller, a music player, and a video player respectively) and their progress in time considering device capabilities.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

The DemoScript system consists of both a backend server and a frontend user interface. Our Node.js-based web server has several functions: 1) it hosts the developers’ scripts, 2) runs the Weave framework, 3) stores the device repository in the JSON format, and 4) maintains the DemoScript logic. A user interacts with the frontend application, which includes the web IDE and the Viewer, implemented as a Chrome app [12]. When the developer edits in the Script Editor of the IDE, the front-end app updates the edited script and the current caret position in the code to the back-end server. To analyze the JavaScript code, we integrated an ECMA Script AST parser Esprima [15] into our server to obtain the full syntax tree, which maintains the code hierarchy. If the edited script is executable, the server partially executes Weave code by traversing the AST in order to store information, including device selections and properties. This data is sent in JSON back to the front-end UI, which highlights the code in the Editor, visualizes the storyboard using D3 [5], and handles developer interaction via jQuery² and Bootstrap4. To avoid unnecessary visual update and flickering while the developer focuses on code editing, we included a 500ms idle time for invoking updating. This architectural design makes it flexible to integrate the DemoScript Viewer with standalone IDEs such as Sublime Text⁴ or Android Studio⁵.

---

1. https://nodejs.org/  
2. https://jquery.com/  
We then asked the participants to perform two sets of tasks in sequence, denoted Set I and Set II, where Set I is assigned to the first condition and Set II for the second condition. We counterbalanced the order of the two conditions to guard against learning effects in our analysis. Each set consists of two tasks with varying complexity: the first task is relatively easy (denoted as Task 1) and the second one is hard (denoted as Task 2). Task 1 in each set has three subtasks, while Task 2 has two. We designed the tasks in the way that both sets have comparable complexity, shown as follows:

**Task 1.** Given a script with three device selections, two of them each had a callback for different event types, and the third selection was only initiated once inside a callback function. Not all the selections and actions matched the instructions. At most 15 minutes was given to finish the task.

**Subtask 1.** [Script understanding] Explain how a user would achieve the following goal: {set I – to see an image, set II – to launch the Maps app}. Describe what the user would see on each device.

**Subtask 2.** [Script refinement] Suppose the script’s developer intended to show the {I – photo launch button, II – application} on a {I –wrist-worn, II – large-display} device, answer if the script works properly as described. If not, fix the script to match the app description.

**Subtask 3.** [Interaction enhancement] To improve the user experience, modify the script so that {I – a prompt is shown on the target device before the photo appears, and II – whenever there is any UI update, play a “ding” sound on the same device as an indication}.

**Task 2.** The provided script had the same number of selections as Task 1.

**Subtask 1.** [Script understanding] Given the app description, does the script work as described? What works and what is different? The app enables user to {I – shake her phone to launch Gmail with both auditory and visual feedback before switching the app; meanwhile, she would see the Gmail icon on a wearable device; II – shake a wearable device that has a thumbnail displayed in order to see a large view of the photo on another device with the Photos app; a “ding” sound is played before launching the Photos app}.

**Subtask 2.** [Debugging] Correct the script so that it matches the description.

Finally, participants were asked to complete an online questionnaire with 5-point Likert-scale questions and debrief their thoughts.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We discuss participants’ performances and experience in terms of both quantitative results and qualitative feedback on comparing the baseline system and DemoScript.

**Task Performance**

All the participants completed the given tasks in both conditions. The average completion time for each subtask is shown in Figure 7. Overall, using the baseline system, participants needed more time to fix and test a script (Mean=3.2 minutes compared to 2.8 minutes using DemoScript on average). Furthermore, participants had a higher error rate using the baseline method (17.5% compared to 2.25% with DemoScript). We recorded an error when the oral interpretation was incorrect or incomplete (for script understanding subtasks) or the script failed to fully achieve the instruction (for scripting tasks). We discuss these errors and participants’ coding behaviors that we observed in the following section.

**Coding Behavior**

**Identifying Design Patterns and Redundancy**

DemoScript’s storyboard visualization helped participants identify errors where the provided script did not match the provided application description. For example, in the original script of task 3 (see Figure 8a), auditory feedback was played before the event is triggered, and the script incorrectly specified a wrong device selection to initiate the application. These errors were visually distinguishable in the storyboard, and all the 4 participants were able to fix the script with DemoScript (see Figure 8b), whereas 2 of the
other 4 participants failed to correct all the errors using the baseline system.

The storyboard also helped participants to quickly identify the redundant code. Only 2 of 4 participants using the baseline correctly removed the redundant code in Task 3. Participants explained, the advantages of DemoScript include “Being able to see the various device actions in sequence” (P3) and to see “visualization of subsequent events” (P6) or a “full overview over the execution flow; event listeners are clearly visible” (P7).

Encouraging Testing When Scripting
Using DemoScript, participants actively navigated in the Editor to test the logic in the given scripts line-by-line and to verify their code changes (25.35 line navigations on average). They found the concept of the multi-device storyboard straightforward (4.5, SD=0.76) and it was easy to test (4.625, SD=0.52). On the contrary, participants only tested the code 2.22 times on average using the baseline system, which provided a “Run” button to deploy the code to emulators. P5 explained, with DemoScript, “You can clearly see your code running on the screen, which makes it easier to debug and understand what you are doing instead of trying to play the scenes inside your head. It was very clean and well designed interface and it was easy to interact with it.” Compared to standard IDEs for mobile devices, P2 shared, “It was a big advantage to have an emulator for each device class running simultaneously and it was nice that the emulators ran the program instantly.”

In the baseline condition after using the DemoScript system, two participants answered and scripted without testing the scripts. One of them asked if he could pull up the device list as what DemoScript showed. The participant later explained that he preferred to focus on coding, so DemoScript made it easy to see the runtime results while he scripted, whereas using the baseline system, he thought through the code and was confident in his interpretation or fixes (note that 2 of 5 subtasks failed).

We suspect that the ability of line-by-line testing improved the task success rate as it helped developers identify errors early. Participants constantly verified the script visually when coding, which was especially effective when learning a new framework. When participants found an error, they could quickly identify, reason, and correct the code. This might also lead to the fact that for some subtasks (1-3, 3-1, 3-2, 4-1), participants spent more time using DemoScript.

Visualizing Device Examples
Participants preferred how DemoScript presented a list of emulators and showed the mapping between selectors and emulators (4.625, SD=0.52): “With the initial IDE, it was more difficult to find out which devices were being selected” (P1). For the subtasks of fixing the selector, 4 of 8 participants chose to create a selector from device examples. P2 noted that “The other nice thing was the device selector string generator.” Participants found it easy to learn (4.5, SD=0.53), script cross-device interactions (4.75, SD=0.46), and felt capable of scripting the provided tasks (4.875, SD=0.35) with DemoScript. Participants also expressed the interests in using DemoScript if it becomes available (4.75, SD=0.46): “It is awesome and I want to use it. D can’t wait for it.” (P5)

Opportunities and Limitations
We also collected user feedback on the additional supports that they expected DemoScript could provide. First, handling more complicated logic, such as conditioning when a callback function breaks into two different behaviors based on certain condition using if-else and switch. Our revised design providing basic support of language-based condition is to arbitrarily select one condition and render the storyboard but provide other paths for developers to test. Second, two participants suggested combing the baseline and DemoScript IDEs—to provide a new tool that can interactively shows the step-by-step execution but also allow them to do formal testing with emulators. Debuggers of popular IDEs enable developers to test application logic by inspecting execution states (e.g., checking variable values at breakpoints). In contrast, DemoScript provides high-level visualization of application logic and execution, which allows developers to easily grasp important aspects of interaction flows. These two approaches complement rather than compete with each other. A developer might find it beneficial to switch between the unique advantages of both. Third, the storyboard can be possibly generated as a visual instruction for consumers who would interact with the final application at runtime.

Beyond supporting cross-device programming based on the Weave framework, we argue that many components of DemoScript could apply to other types of app development. Techniques for selecting interactive elements (devices in our case) and providing UI feedback and listening to user events (such as touch or sensor input) are common in interaction or mobile frameworks such as Android. To apply our techniques, one would need to analyze UI constructs in the framework, which is conceptually straightforward. However, it would require additional engineering effort to analyze a program at various levels.

CONCLUSION
We presented DemoScript, a technique that automatically analyzes and visualizes a cross-device interaction program while it is being written. Particularly, we introduced cross-device storyboards, a novel visualization for cross-device development. It is closely coupled with scripting by offering step-by-step execution of a selected portion or the entire program. Via the storyboard, a developer can revise various aspects of a program by direct manipulation. We evaluated DemoScript with 8 professional programmers and found that it outperformed the baseline condition in many ways to simplify programming tasks for complex interaction behaviors.
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